
The art  of hospitality. 
Redefined.
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Terhills Hotel 
in Maasmechelen

Four stars, 59 luxury rooms: the Terhills Hotel in Maasmechelen stands for 
comfort and style. The neoclassical baroque style of the imposing main mine 
building is a showpiece of the province of Limburg’s industrial past. Today the 
building has become a trendy, future-oriented venue.

Surrounded by lush flora and fauna and impressive water features, Terhills 
Hotel nestles in Limburg’s green surroundings. Unique views from the mines 
and shaft bring the mining past closer than ever before. As an asset, there is 
the enchanting French garden of the hotel, a link with the main gate to the only 
National Park of Belgium: an unadulterated walking paradise.

You can also enter a different kind of paradise... The luxury shopping 
Maasmechelen Village! More than 100 luxurious fashion and lifestyle brands 
are waiting for you.

Terhills Hotel is a versatile location where business meetings are combined with 
relaxation and fun.

Welcome to Terhills Hotel!
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Have a wonderful stay at 
Terhills Hotel 

A total of fifty-nine elegant and attractively furnished luxury rooms, including 
seven suites and two family rooms. Every room has been adapted as much as 
possible to the architectural advantages of the original building.

The rooms have beige and gray shades combined with dark wooden panels. The 
cosmopolitan contemporary furniture, decorative cushions, lamps, accessories 
and decoration objects from the Limburg interior design agency Dôme Deco 
create an international and cosy atmosphere.

The interior details of Terhills Hotel bring the rich history to life. In the impressive 
staircase, the restored stone stairs are still slightly subsided by the underground 
coal mining of the past.
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Culinary enjoyment in 
Limburg

Terhills Brasserie offers a kitchen with special attention to the mining past and 
the locally available products and the healthy aspect of the ingredients.

The restaurant can be partially privatised for events. The adjoining lounge 
offers large space for extensive buffets for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

During the mild and warm months, barbecues, picnics or cocktail receptions 
can be organized on the terrace or in the French garden.

Chef Dirk Dekinderen: “I was born and bred in Maasmechelen. Better yet, my 
grandfather and father both worked at the mining site. I always opt for fantastic 
local produce, and like paying homage to the mine’s narrative.”
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Work hard and relax

Go to the moorland or the mine shaft for a teambuilding or brainstorming. 
Wake boarding, water skiing, testing the Aquapark at Terhills Cablepark, a 
chocolate-, cocktail- or lifestyle workshop.

Active & Fit
Our professional sports instructors and personal trainers offer a range of 
possibilities; wake up with our wake-up bootcamp, extend your limits during 
our box workshop and find peace in the yoga sessions.

Lifestyle & Shopping
A fashionista takes you into the world of fashion and lifestyle. Discover the 
many high-class boutiques of Maasmechelen Village with a personal shopper. 

Inspirational & Teamwork
Experience in an original, relaxed and often humorous way how you can 
function better as a team. Strengthen your team spirit with our workshops!
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In the surroundings

Active, sporty, recreational... The possibilities on the Terhills site are as varied 
as they are extensive. This makes every meeting or event a special experience.

Maasmechelen Village
Next to Terhills Hotel you are welcomed 7 days a week in a picturesque setting 
with more than 100 luxurious fashion and lifestyle brands.

Elaisa Wellness (opening summer 2019)
Here you have plenty of room to enjoy and relax to the depths of your being. 
The 10 saunas, 4 baths, different mud baths, 16 treatment rooms, Hammam 
and sunbathing meadow are only a a selection from the extensive services 
offered by Elaisa.

National Park Hoge Kempen
Terhills is home to the main gateway to the National Park. Here, you can stroll 
for countless hours through vast nature and enjoy breathtaking views from the 
mine trails.

The Bakery
This experience bakery offers fun workshops where you can learn to bake bread 
or Limburg Vlaai.

Terhills Cablepark
At the Cablepark you can water ski, wakeboard or kneeboard in an idyllic and 
natural setting. Here you will also find a challenging Aquapark with obstacles 
up to 4 meters high. If you prefer to watch than to participate, you can immerse 
yourself on the beach at the beach bar and restaraurant.
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Meet at Terhills Hotel,
It will change your mindset

Terhills Hotel offers an ideal setting for business but also relaxing meetings for 
8 to 150 delegates.

The new adjacent meeting complex with a view of the shaft trestles from the 
coal mine history contribute to an inspiring and original environment.

Corporate Events

Meetings, incentives, conferences and corporate events are all possible at 
Terhills Hotel in Maasmechelen.

The meeting & event complex is ideal for receptions, dinners, product 
presentations, incentives, meetings, brainstorm sessions, network events, just 
to name a few.
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Rooms m2 Theatre Classroom Boardroom U-shape Banquet Cocktail

Boardroom 28 - - 12 10 12 -

Room 1 42 60 24 18 18 24 30

Room 2 108 90 40 32 26 56 90

Rooms 1 + 2 150 150 70 50 40 80 150
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Floorplans and capacities
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Terhills, surprisingly close

Legend

1. Viewpoint Lange Terril 
2. Wellness Elaisa
3. Ecotron
4. Connecterra
5. Terhills Hotel
6. The Bakery
7. Schachtbokken
8. Terhills Conference
9. Terhills Cablepark
10. Terhills Resort

The Terhills-site



Zetellaan 68
3630 Maasmechelen – België

+32 (0)89 73 09 09
events@terhillshotel.com

www.terhillshotel.com


